A central quantity in steady-state simulation is the time-average variance constant.
INTRODUCTION
Let X = (X, : n 2 1) be a real-valued stochastic process evolving in discrete time. Under very general conditions it is known that n(n):-!-kXi-n a.s.
i=l as 71 -+ 00, where a is a deterministic constant. We refer to the problem of estimating cy and obtaining re lated error,bounds through simulation as the steadystate estimation problem. Again, under very general conditions, ~(71) satisfies a central limit theorem (CLT) of the form fi(cr(n) -a) z aN(0, l),
where 4 denotes convergence in distribution, N(0, 1) is a standard normal random variable (T.v.), and u2 is the time-average variance constant (TAVC) of the process. When the process is covariance stationary, the TAVC is essentially the sum of the covariances at all lags; see Section 5 for the definition of covariance stationarity. Equation (1) provides a basis for computing a confidence interval for cr based on a(n) if an estimator for a2 can be computed. Several estimators for a2 have been proposed in the literature; see chapter 3 of Bratley, Fox and Schrage (1987) , or chapter 8 of Law and Kelton (1991) f or an overview. In selecting an es timator V(n) for g2, one typically takes into account the properties of X (e.g., is it easy to define regeneration epochs for X?). Of course, one should also take into account the computational effort involved in computing V(n), as the following analysis shows (see also Glynn and Whitt, 1992) .
Suppose that one has a computational budget of c units of computer time, and that each transition (each unit of simulated time) costs a fixed s units of computer time to simulate. Suppose further that for a unit increase in simulated time, the computational effort required to compute V(n) increases by 21, so that computing V(n) requires vn units of computer time. (The assumption that both the simulation effort and the computational effort in computing V(n) increase exactly linearly in n may seem somewhat restrictive, but the following analysis is easily generalized to the case where, for example, the average Computational Efficiency Evaluation in Output Analysis 209 effort over the first n transitions converges weakly to a constant.) Let a(c) be the estimator of (Y ob tained from c units of computer time, and note that if we include the time to compute V(n), [c/(s + v as c -+ co. We can now see the effect of the effort required to compute V(n). A confidence interval for cr based on this CLT will have a half-width that is proportional to G, so that the effort required to compute the TAVC estimator (quantified by v) has a direct impact on the accuracy of the point estimator &(c) available after c units of computer budget have been expended. If we could reduce v, we could also reduce the statistical error in the estimator C%(C). (A similar analysis can be performed in the case where the effort to compute V(n) increases at a super-linear rate.)
Clearly then, one should be aware of the computational requirements of various TAVC estimators. In this paper we evaluate the computational burden involved in computing TAVC estimators. We focus on fixed run-length procedures where the simulation runlength is decided in advance. We will address sequential methods (where the simulation is run until some stopping criteria are met) in a future paper.
Algorithms for computing a TAVC estimator may be grouped into two categories: single pass and multipass. In multipass algorithms, two or more passes through the data are required to compute the TAVC. In single pass algorithms only one sweep is made through the data. One computes V(n+l) (or V(n+q) for some integer q) in terms of V(n).
Single pass algorithms require relatively little storage and also have the advantage that they may be efficiently ap plied in sequential methods (that we do not consider here). It 'may also be the case that a single pass algc+ rithm is computationally more efficient than a multipass method. Therefore, although we do not discuss sequential methocls in this paper, we do explore one pass algorithms.
Below, we will not distinguish between the computational effort involved in performing different arithmetic operations, i.e., between performing an adclition, a subtraction, a multiplication, and a division. An arithmetic operation of this form will be denoted by flop and storage of a number by stor.
Cancellation methods may also be used to comptlte confidence intervals, but they do not estimate the TAVC, so we do not consider them here. The work in this paper is devoted to discretetime processes. In Section 2 we evaluate several basic alge rithms for computing sample means and variances. The nonoverlapping batch means method appears in Section 3, and overlapping batch means are considered in Section 4. The spectral method is evaluated in Section 5, and the regenerative method appears in Section 6.
TERMINATING SIMULATIONS
In this section we introduce algorithms for computing sample means and variances for terminating simulations, and describe their computational properties. These algorithms are not out of place in this paper, since they are often used as subroutines for computing TAVC estimators.
First, we consider how to compute the average of a large number of observations. Call L1,. . . ,L, these observations and & their sample average, i.e., Borrowing notation from Chan, Golub, and LeVeque (1983) One hundred million independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) r.v.'s with a uniform(O,lOOO) distribution were generated. By the strong law of large numbers, the sample average should be close to the theoretical mean 500. Us ing single-precision floating point arithmetic, serious numerical errors occurred under Procedure sum. 1, which produced a sample average of (171.798). The sample average was (499.939) under Procedure sum.2. However, under double-precision floating-point arithmetic, the two procedures led to numbers equal up to nine decimal places.
This example illustrates the need to use double precision arithmetic whenever dealing with a large number of real-valued numbers. We will henceforth assume that all averages are computed using procedure sum.1 and double precision arithmetic unless explicitly stated otherwise. For a discussion of modern summation methods, see Higham (1993) .
A number of algorithms have appeared for efficient computation of sample variances. We will focus on computation of
i=l i=l
The procedure given next is based on (3) and so re quires passing twice through the series of observations.
Procedure var.1: compute E, (first pass) sum = 0.0 for i = 1 to 9, do sum=sum+(Li -Lq)2 return sum This twTpas.s algorithm involves having to store the q numbers Ll,. . . ,L, in core memory, if possible, or on secondary storage. The computing effort is 4q flop's and q stor's. The procedure is very stable numerically but does require the storage of a large number of observations.
Another disadvantage of the twopass method is that it is impractical in a sequential sampling setting when one needs to update the sample variance every time an additional observation is sampled (or every so often).
The most computationally efficient way to compute Sl,, is via (4); the so-called textbook onepass algorithm requires 3q flop's and no storage. It is not a recommended procedure, however, especially when the Li's are close to one another (i.e., when their variance is small). The following procedure, due to Hanson (1975) , is one of the recommended ones in the literature, and is based on the induction Sl,j = sl,j-l + q+Li -zig, with Sl,l=O.
Procedure var.2: Ml,, =L,,S=O.O for i = 2 to q, do y = Li -Ml,iTl z = y/i MI,~ = Ml+1 + z s = s+ (i -1)yz return S (Sl,, = S)
The procedure requires 6q flop's and no storage. This singlepass method is stable numerically, and is very useful in a sequential setting. Another efficient and stable procedure for computing the sample variance is the pairwise algorithm, developed by Chan, Golub, and LeVeque (1982) . Other relevant references include Chan and Lewis (1979) , Clark (1980) , West (1979) , and Youngs and Cramer (1971) .
NONOVERLAPPING BATCH MEANS
By fixed sample size method, it is meant'that before the start of the simulation, the analyst decides the total number of process observations to be simulated. (Naturally, the analyst has no control afterwards on the width of the confidence interval.) The n process observations are divided up into k adjacent batches, each of size m, assuming km = n for simplicity. For a 2 0, b 2 1 and a + b 5 n, consider a+b yq,, 2 ' c xj.
The jth batch mean (j=l,. . . ,k) is ytj-l~~,,,, and the grand sample mean To,,,. The batch means TAVC estimator is
It is known that when the batch size and number of batches get large (at a suitable rate) with the sample size, the batch means variance estimator is consistent Computational Efficiency Evaluation in Output Analysis 211 (under certain conditions on the process). See Carlstein (1986) and Damerdji (1994) .
It is straightforward to evaluate the computational' efficiency for this estimator. Using a tw*pass alg* rithm, the first pass to compute the batch means and grand sample mean, and the second pass to compute (6), it is necessary to store the k values of P(j-l~,,,~ for j=l,. . . ,Ic. The computational effort will be n+4k flop's and k stor's. Assuming an infinite precision, one would use the textbook formula (7) which requires n + 3k flop's and no storage. Because the iiT(j-1) m,m'~ are very close to one another for a large batch size, the procedure is unstable numerically. A mnnerically stable single-pass procedure would use Procedure var.2 applied to the batch means. The computational effort is n+ 6k flop's with no storage.
If one wishes to minimize the mean squared error of the TAVC estimator l&.,(n), Goldsman and Meketon (1986) showed that the optimal batch size m = cn1i3 for a certain process constant c. Furthermore, Glynn and Whitt (1991) showed that to obtain a consistent TAVC estimator using batch means, a necessary condition is that the number of batches m-coasn--tm.
In either case we require that m grow without bound as n --) 00. Under this re quirement, the dominant computational effort needed to compute Vi,,,(n) is still O(n) (i.e., the number of flop's is bounded above by a linear function of n).
We have been assuming that once the sample size n is fixed, the analyst decides upon a batch size and then computes the corresponding TAVC estimator. If the analyst desires to try different batch sizes with that same total number of observations, it then becomes necessary to store all the observations or a number of intermediate batch means with a carefully selected sampling plan. A convenient choice is to consider a total number of observations and batch size that are powers of two; one could then easily consider a new batch size that is a power (positive or negative) of two of the old batch size.
OVERLAPPING BATCH MEANS
This method of steady-state output analysis is a consistent-estimation method, introduced in the simulation context by Meketon and Schmeiser (1984) . The OBM variance estimator is given by
j=.
The textbook formula (9) requires storage of m successive observations and about 4n flop%. The twopass algorithm of (8) (2) it is very efficient in a sequential sampling setting. Thii procedure is computationally more demanding, but its major drawback is that the batch size cannot be modified in a sequential setting. If the analyst wants to try different batch sizes for a fixed number n of observations, then all these n observations must be stored.
For the overlapping batch means estimator to be a consistent estimator of the TAVC, the batch size m must be such that m ----) 00 and m/n --t 0 as 7t * 00 (among other conditions) (Damerdji 1994 ). Goldsman and Meketon (1986) (see also Song and Schmeiser, 1995) show that to minimize the mean squared error of V&,,(n), the batch size m = m(n) = cn113 for a certain process constant c. The number of Hops required to compute Vobm(n) remains O(n) when m = cn1j3.
THE SPECTRAL METHOD

The Spectral Variance Estimator
Let us assume that the process is covariance stationary, i.e., that EXi = p and E[(Xi -/.J)(X~+~ -p)] s y(q) for all lags q and all times i. If c,"=-, IT(q)1 < 00, then (Anderson 1971 ) a2 can typically be reexpressed &s c,"=-, y(q). The spectral density function f(e) of the process is the Fourier transform of the covariance sequence, i.e., for X E [-7r,n], At frequency 0, 2~f(O) = CE"=_, y(q), and so an estimate of the spectral density function at frequency 0 provides an estimate of the TAVC c2. (13) is the sample covariance at lag q; the weight function wn(.) is even, lur,(.)I 5 1, with W,,(O) = 1; and m is a parameter, which we will call the batch size, such that m + 00 and m/n --) 0 as n + co. The weight function ul,,(-) is also called the lag-window function. We will restrict attention to lag-window functions such that w*(q) = 0 for 141 2 m. Examples include the modified Bartlett window and (one of) the Parzen window; these are ton(q) = 1 -Iql/m and w,,(q) = 1 -q2/m2, respectively, for lql 5 m -1 and w,,(q) = 0 for lql 2 m. The critical choice in the application of spectral methods is the batch size. We rewrite K(n) = m(O) + C,"=;' 2w,(q)y,(q). One could compute the spectral variance estimator by first computing TO,+, subtracting it from every observation, then computing m(O),. . . ,m(m-1) from (13), and finally, computing V,(n) from (12). This takes 2(m+l)n flop's and n stor's, assuming it takes no effort to compute the 2w,,(q)'s. The procedure is of course twepass. A computationally more attractive way to compute the sample covariances is via the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.
The Partial-Sum
Variance Estimator
An alternative way for computing/approximating a spectral variance estimator is the following.
It is known that the OBM variance estimator is equal, but for some end-effect terms, to a spectral variance estimator with a modified Bartlett lag-window function. One can go the other way, i.e., given a lagwindow kernel of the kind considered here, one can construct a generalized OBM-type variance estimator that is equal to the spectral variance estimator but for some end-effect terms. This estimator, introduced in Damerdji (1991) , is called the partial-sum variance estimator because each observation, from 1 up to (n -m + l), starts a batch of size 1, a batch ofsize2,..., and a batch of size m. Some notation is needed. Let
and a(k, X) = k2A2w(k). From Damerdji (1991) ,
At frequency 0, define the partial-sum variance estimator as
where a(k) fi a(k, 0). It follows that VpS(n) M V,(n). For the modified Bartlett window, cr(m) = m and cr(k) = 0 for k < m, and so, for this lag-window function the partial-sum variance estimator is indeed the OBM variance estimator (with an asymptotically equivalent denominator). Most of the lag-window functions in the literature depend explicitly upon m and not n. See Chapter 6 of Priestley (1981) . If one initially chooses a large enough parameter m, then the following onepass procedure could be used to compute V,=(n) To compute these two terms, an array containing the last m observations should be kept (and updated). This procedure is single pass and requires about 6mn flop's Note that both G(n) and l&(n) require on the order of mn flop's to compute. As n ---) 00, m should also increase without bound to obtain a consistent estimator, so that the computation of these estimators requires superlinear effort in the simulation run-length. Therefore, the computational effort required to compute these estimators asymptotically dominates (for example) the nonoverlapping batch means estimator.
The Fast Fourier nansform
For simplicity, we now assume that the sample size is a power of two. One typically computes an estimate of the spectral density function using the FFT alge rithm. From the theory of spectral analysis of time series, J P In(19)Wn(X -ep 04 -iT is a consistent estimator (in the mean-square sense) of the spectral density function at frequency X, where In(X) is the sample periodogram and Wn(X) is the spectral window function (associated with some lag window function) at frequency X. For example, the spectral window function associated with the modified Bartlett lag window function is W,(A) = (1/(2nm))(sin (mA/2)/sin (A/2))2.
More notation is needed. Consider the finite Fourier transform
We have that L(Jg = 14412.
Consider the frequencies X, = 2rp/n for p = O&l,. . . ,&n/2.
The integral of (14) can then be approximated by (27r/n) xIi!n,2
In(Xp)Wn(X-Xp). See Priestley (1981, p. 581) . A spectral window function is even, and so a spectral variance estimator V,f(n) of the TAVC a2 can be taken as
p=-n/2
The FFT algorithm allows for efficient computation of d(L,,,2), . . . ,d(Xo), . . . , and d(X,,,z), the finite Fourier transforms at these particular frequencies. One then computes V,r(n) from (15) and (16).
By padding the vector of n values X, -To,,, with (n -1) zeros, the integral of (14) can be computed exactly from the (271-l) values d(X,) (X, = 2rp/(2n-1) for p = O&l,. . . ,&(n-1)) instead of upproxhated. For simplicity, we will not do so, however.
The version of the FFT algorithm we consider is the one implemented in the C functions four1 and realft of Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, and Vetterling (1988,pp. 411-412 and 417-418) . One needs a first pass through the data in order to compute the sample mean To,,.
The n values (Xv -Yo,,) are then stored in an array, called data, say. One also needs to store the n values of the finite Fourier transforms (-n/2 < p 5 n/2). The algorithm will actually store them onto the same array data. To compute these values within a C program, one would call the function realft(data,n/2,-I), which in turn will call the 214 Damerdji, Henderson, and Glynn function fourl(data,n/2,-1). The function realft requires of the order of n flop%. The taxing computation is actually performed by fourl.
The socalled Danielson-Lanczos part of the function four1 requires on the order of nlog2 n flop's and the re mainder of the function requires 0(n) flop's (Cormen, Leiserson and Rive&, 1990 p. 795) . Therefore the dominant term for computing V.r(n) is on the order of n log, n flop's, and once aguAn, .ve see that the effort required to compute the TAVC estimator is superlinear in the simulation run-length.
THE REGENERATIVE METHOD
For an overview of this method, see Shedler (1993) . The process observations are divided up into regenerative cycles. Let the regeneration times be 1 = To,Tl,...,
and let e(n) = sup{k > 0 : Tk 5 n} be the number of regenerative cycles completed b time n.
T.-l For the ith regenerative cycle, let x = CjLT+,_, Xj be its total cost and Ni = Ti+l -Ti be its length. Let Ci = xi=, Yj be the total cost observed in the first i regenerative cycles.
After Ic cycles have been completed, the regenerative point estimator is given by Q(T~) = Ck/Tk. The regenerative estimator for the variance is based on the fact that the TAVC can be written (17) and is given by We will first evaluate the following two-pass algorithm for computing (18). for j = 1 to t(n), do calculate Yj and Tj calculate a (Tec,,) calculate (18) In determining the computational cost of this algorithm, we will assume zero cost for determining whether a regeneration occurred or not. This may be a good assumption in some contexts (e.g., simulating a discretetime Markov chain on a countable state space, with regenerations defined as the hitting times of a distinguished state), or a poor assumption in others (e.g., for discrete-time Markov processes on a general state space, typically one needs to generate "splitting" random variables at each transition; see Glynn and L'Ecuyer (1995) for details). In any case, the check is linear in simulated time, and never superlinear.
The first step in the algorithm will take approximately 2n flop's.
The second will take approximately 2e(n) flop's if one uses the Yj's as interme diate quantities. The final step will require approximately se(n) flop's, so that the expected total effort will be approximately 2n + 7l(n) f lop's. The algorithm will also require 2,!(n) stor's to record the yi's and Ti's. But recall that .Qn)/n + (&1)-l as n --) 00, so that the expected total computational effort will be approximately (2 + 7(&l)-')n flop's A one pass algorithm that avoids the storage re+ quirements of the above algorithm but is potentially numerically unstable was given in Shedler (1993) . It is based on the observation that the TAVC (17) can also be written It is easy to see that for a simulation run of length n (and hence e(n) regenerative cycles), this algorithm will require approximately (2 + 23/Eq)n flop%.
